Dear Sirs,

we are pleased to confirm that the above mentioned company has underwritten a CMR insurance under a Global Policy. Under the terms of this insurance contract transports, which are carried out with the own car pool and/or by commissioned sub-contractors, are insured.

The coverage comprises the liability of our policyholder in his function as a carrier in the field of national and international goods street traffic. Besides the liability according to CMR, the liability according to German freight law within the framework and scope of §§ 407 ff. HGB is particularly insured. The cover amounts correspond to the respective legal guidelines and regulations.

Concerning individual arrangements, there also exists an insurance protection up to a maximum sum of 40 SZRs (Special Drawing Titles) per kilogram (§ 449 art. 2 fig. 1 HGB).

The policy maximum for good losses amounts to EURO 1,50 million.

This confirmation doesn’t deduce any commitment of the insurer/s to a third party. In particular, it doesn’t commit the insurer/s or the asko group to inform about amendments or terminations of coverage.

Should you need any further information or assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Yours sincerely

asko-assekuranzmakler GmbH
Schwoich